
Pathway Developer Release 2022.21

Summary of Changes
Pathway Developer Release 2022.21 contains the following:

About Box

This displays the Pathway Developer version number andQOF version.

DM&D Codes are now available for Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland

Previously, Pathways for these countries could only be authored using
READ2 codes, nowDM&D codes can be used formedication items.

Blood Pressure Data Entry

The Blood Pressuredata entry form has been enhanced to include val-

idation on the values tominimise data entry errors, and labels added to

indicate the correct boxes for the systolic and diastolic readings.

Display Attachments, Hyperlinks and Images within Templates
The functionality to display attachments, hyperlinks and imageswithin a

template has been enhanced to show/hide these based on logic relating

to user input.



Display all Clinical Description text within Templates
The clinical description box nowautomatically resizes and displays the full

text.

Practice Reports - Display Report Run Date in the Title Bar

When running the Practice Reports these can be run for any date, the

date nowdisplays in the Title Bar, so that it's easy to see the Report Date
when viewing the report.
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Practice Reports - Change Report Date
Previously, after running a report it would need to be closed to change the

date, nowa user can select the File tab and select a newdate to re-run

the report.

Mail Merge - Define Value/Comment associated with a Clinical Term

Default comments or values can be added to a clinical code by the Path-

way Author, enabling these to be automatically added to the patient

recordwhen aMail Merge is performed.

Mail Merge - Confirmation Notification

Oncompletion of aMail Merge Bulk Insert, a notification displays "Bulk
insert process has completed".

Pseudonymised CSV file includes Report Date and Run Date

When creating a pseudonymisedCSV file withinCategory Analysis, this

now includes the Report Dateand Run Datewithin both the file nameand

as additional columnswithin the file.
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